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Background



➢ For many people who leave abusive relationships, the 
options open to them regarding their pet’s safety & 
well–being are very limited 

- A recent development in the response to address pets 
fleeing domestic violence alongside other family 
members are co-ordinated efforts between charity 
organisations & vet practices to provide shelter, 
fostering, & adoption services and required treatment 
respectively  

- McDonald et al (2015) explored the impacts of 
experiencing companion animal abuse by children 
finding that this form of abuse often was a coercive, 
power, & control tool used against the child’s mother 

Current Interpretations



3 Planet Model 2011

Domestic violence: 

considered a crime 

(civil and criminal law);

range of support  

“violent male partner”

Child protection: 

(public law) 

welfare approach; 

state intervention

in abusive families; 

“Mother seen as 

failing to protect”

Child contact:

(private law);

negotiated or 

mediated outcome;

“good enough 

Father”





Explaining Our Power & Control Wheel 

& Thinking Differently

 Coercion & Threats: Threaten to harm/kill ‘pet’ if you leave or assert (intention) ‘independence’

 Emotional Abuse: Calling your pet names, giving away/killing a pet to take ‘remove’ (primary) source of comfort & 
unconditional love/companionship  

 Intimidation: Harming or killing a pet & threatening same thing  ‘happening’ to you if you don't comply with the 
abuser's demands 

 Minimizing, Denying, & Blaming: Blaming your or the pet's behaviour as necessitating the abuser's cruelty, Killing a 
pet & saying it doesn't matter because the pet was old etc

 Legal Abuse: Trying to take possession of a pet for which you have been the primary caretaker; Filing charges of pet 
theft against you if you leave with the pet

 Isolation: Refusing to allow you to take your pet to your vet, Prohibiting you to allow your dog to socialise with other 
dogs

 Economic Abuse: Refusing to allow you to spend money on adequate pet food &/or vet care (then blaming you 
when the neglect is noticed by authorities) 

 Using Children: Harming or killing the children's pet to intimidate them. Blaming the "disappearance" of the family 
pet on you to create a wedge between you & the children



We argue then, that 

reframing our 

anthropocentric 

hierarchy largely 

embedded within 

’western’ society is an 

important step forward 

to potential reframe & 

thus develop 

intervention & practice 

strategies to tackle 

companion animals 

and DVA 




